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33  WWhhaatt  aarree  tthhee  TTrraaiittss  ooff  tthhee  MMoosstt  
SSuucccceessssffuull  PPeeooppllee  iinn  tthhee  
WWoorrlldd……??    

 
Perhaps there are 3 main traits… Perhaps more… But these 3 work very well! 
 

1. Skill of FOCUS 
a. Also stylized as Self-Control, Self-Regulation, Discipline, Concentration 

2. Hold Themselves Accountable and OWN their Lives without 
Blaming Others or Circumstances  

3. Effective Communicator         
a. i.e. A Teacher – One that can get their Vision or Ideas into the minds and hearts 

of others through speaking, physical presence, in written form, etc. 
 
 

The Skill of FOCUS 
 
This is the skill or discipline of saying “no” to distractions and distracting opportunities. It is 
about concentration. The world is chock full of interesting but distracting things. Thus it is easy 
for one’s focus or concentration to be dissipated. FOCUS takes place in the mind in the form of 
Thoughts. Therefore, it is about “controlling” your thinking as much as possible and directing 
your Thoughts towards your Direction.  
 
FOCUS can also be stylized as Self-Control or Self-Regulation or Discipline or the Delay of 
Gratification. However, if one has chosen a great Direction that gives you Energy, there is 
usually all the Energy and interest one needs to maintain FOCUS. FOCUS/Self-Control 
requires ENERGY in all cases.  
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Hold Themselves Accountable and OWN their Lives without 
Blaming Others or Circumstances  
 
Victim-Minded people don’t move the world forward. If a person blames others, society, the 
world or circumstances, for their state in the world, one lives in a “world of excuse.” One is 
saying that the failure to attain one’s goal, reach one’s desired destination or be the type of 
person you want to be is due to factors outside yourself...and therefore, there is nothing you 
can really do about it. This is an attitude or mindset of victimhood… This attitude towards Life 
is not very empowering or attractive…and it doesn’t inspire others towards positive action 
either. Even if approximately 50% of one’s Life comes from external factors (DNA, family, 
weather, era in time/history), one still has some degree of influence over themselves and their 
“will and intentions.” Even simply the “attitude” or “outlook” one holds towards Life is a HUGE 
factor in how a person experiences Life. Even with the knowledge that we can’t control 
everything, this Self-Ownership says, “What CAN I do given this situation?” “How can I 
improve this situation?” One will always find there is something that can be done to make 
things BETTER or MOVE in a positive direction! And most of the time, it will start with a 
change in one’s attitude! This change in attitude naturally changes one’s thinking and 
Thoughts!  
 

Effective Communicator 
 
In order to get anything done on any scale, one will need the assistance and help of others. To 
get the help of others, one will have to communicate one’s Vision where it is impactful and 
compelling enough to MOVE others to join and contribute. They want to receive something of 
VALUE in return for their Energy and assistance. This often means communicating powerfully 
where others 1) Understand or “see” the Vision/Direction and 2) the Vision inspires, motivates 
them (gives them Energy) and captures their hearts where they want to contribute and be a 
part of the Vision. Even the sole proprietary is benefited by being an effective communicator as 
he or she needs to sell their products and services to others.  
 
An effective communicator is a Teacher. A Teacher is one that “sells” ideas, vision or new 
knowledge to his or her Students. A Teacher presumably knows of a topic beyond the level of 
the Student. In this case, the topic is your Vision or Direction or directive.  
 
This communication can take the form of spoken word, written form, body language, the 
vibrational atmosphere one carries with them, etc. In most cases, a command of the language 
is necessary as well and excellent writing skills. This means that English, Spanish or whatever 
language your “audience” speaks, is perhaps a subject one should take seriously and may 
supersede all other foundational topics, even math…as many people that have come before us 
have recorded their ideas and thoughts, thus making them available to us for pennies.  
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So I would advise one to learn how to read, write and speak your language and the language 
of your audience extremely well! It has been said that no one can advance in most areas of 
human endeavor beyond their ability to speak and write. We also “think” in terms of language – 
as well as images and feelings. The boarder our vocabulary, the better we can think and sort 
ideas out…  
 
Perhaps the communication that is most important is not with external parties…but within 
oneself. There is an internal dialogue happening within each of us all the time… To me, the 
clearer one can get about their Direction, settling it and things related to it “within” oneself, the 
easier a time one will have. Clarity of Thought helps to reduce confusion and poor decisions. 
The clearer the Vision, the more Energy is created to fuel action and movement. However, in 
nearly every case, one has to “start” with a Vision that is not brilliantly clear…only knowing that 
it has “directional correctness.” Often it is only when one commits to a Vision and has the 
courage to take steps (always involving some risk) into the Vision is one “given” more of the 
Vision…  This seems to be the way it is in most all cases…and there seems to be no 
shortcuts… One has to pay the full price for his or her advancement… However, though there 
are no short-cuts and one has to pay the full price, a good Teacher shortens the learning 
time… with that said, and with some honest contemplation, one realizes that no one gets 
“short-changed” in Life… 

 
No one gets short-changed in Life? Come on!  
 
Right here, with this statement, one can see if one is “owning” their Life? It informs us 
attitudinally about our level of “integration” with the world (that is, not seeing oneself as 
“separate” from the “external”). To feel “short changed” means that someone or something 
external to you prevented you…blocked you… That is “victimhood”…and you can cry in your 
beer all you want…but until you accept where you are and become humble, you will not be in a 
position to advance through the resistance designed into Life to grow… You grow the most 
when you are challenged... Physical muscles are built this way… And so is your Thought 
Life…  
 
It is a natural part of living creatures to seek the easiest or most efficient ways of living… Our 
brains, in fact, are “efficiency seeking machines” – probably due to a few million years of 
struggling for food and the necessities of Life…  This divine, problem-solving trait is what 
naturally promotes advancement… We want to know the best way to get there! We want to 
know the best way to live! We want the best LIFE we can have!  
 
NOTE: Visions and Thoughts are perhaps “gifts.” Though we can direct our Thoughts through 
FOCUS…no one really knows “where” their Thoughts/Visions come from. If your Thoughts/Visions came 
from you, then you could produce amazing Visions and Insights at will. But it doesn’t happen like that 
does it?  Many people want to take credit for their Thoughts, and surely Thoughts can come from 
“working on them” or deep “thinking time” about a topic, but the breakthrough Thoughts can’t be 
commanded into existence. They just seem to “happen”…in almost a Revelation or Damascus type way.   
 


